Wee Nips Down Under by Stan
The BMBG had been looking for a low-cost easy-to-build
boat to encourage new people into model building.

VOL. IV

One of our members came
across the Traplett Publications/Marine Modelling International designs for Wee
Nip on the Internet and
presented the plans at our
meeting.

NO. IX

It was decided to adopt the
boat and seven kits of parts
were made up and sold,
whilst a further eight kits
were made up against three
further orders. Making the
kits involved sourcing the
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Ensign’s report 1st September 2011
Thirty days hath September, all the rest I can’t remember...
Wee Nip sailing activity is at a low ebb after the cold weather
of winter, so Stan’s contribution (right) will serve as a reminder,
particularly to new members, of this simple low-cost introduction
to the sport of radio controlled sailing.
What’s New - where you’re lucky to see it at all
This is a great time for R/C, with many new products becoming available. Prices quoted are those recently paid on
line, exclusive of postage.
Servo tester
Plug in a receiver battery
and up to three servos to
test them in three modes:
manual drive via the control
knob, return to neutral and
oscillate over the full range.
US $4.16		
2.4 GHz receiver
6-channel receiver compatible with the ASSAN X8
2.4GHz transmitters/ RF
modules; long or short aerial
versions available.
US $21.89

Picoswitch
Miniature switching unit for
auxiliary functions plugs
into receiver channel and
provides isolated switching
via 1 amp relay, with screw
terminals.
US $20

raw materials at a good price
and making templates for
routing the plywood parts
out of a sheet. Later, Tom
made a mould for the lead
keel bulb.
Our first one-class regatta
was organized within twelve
months of the first launch.
It was a cold wintry day with
wind of 10-12 knots. Seven
boats turned up and three
races were held over a triangular course with a small
prize given to the overall
winner.
Some of our boats have
fixed centre boards, and a
few have tried the new rig. I
like to think that a few more
people will take up the kits
so that we will always have
sufficient numbers of boats
for racing.
Photos show Wee Nips built by
members Bob, Stan, Phil and
visiting competitors at Jack Roper
Reserve Lake.

